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 EDITOR'S CHOICE

 IN SEARCH OF MR. WRITE,

 Bonnie Auslander

 y mother's first personal ad didn't sound like my mother at all. "Hello,
 my-daughter-the-writing-teacher," she'd said to me on the phone. "Do you
 have a moment? How does this sound? 'DW'-that's, you know, divorced
 woman-'pretty, professional, young 50s, likes classical music, long walks,

 literature, ISO SM, 50s.' That's-"
 "I know," I interrupted. "In search of a single man."
 A pause. "So what do you think?" she asked.
 I traced the pattern in the carpet with my toe. I was excited that my mother

 was considering dating, let alone placing a personal ad. But how could I tell her
 I didn't think much of her ad? I thought of conferences with my student writers.

 Begin with sincere praise.

 "I like the word 'pretty,'" I said at last. It was self-assured yet modest. Just
 like her, in fact.

 "But I wonder," I continued, "if, um, you could be a little more specific. You
 sound kind of general."

 I was hoping my mother wouldn't notice my conversation so far was nothing

 but writing teacher cliches. Ask writers to use specifics to illustrate their ideas.
 She wanted to know what I meant by general, so I plowed on. "How about,

 oh, 'DW etc., likes Schubert-'"
 "What if there's some wonderful man out there who likes Bach more than

 Schubert?"

 "But Mom, I bet he'll still answer the ad. Schubert will grab his attention and

 show him you're a true music lover. Besides, everyone always says they love long
 walks and music. You have to be different. You have to show them which long
 walks and what kinds of music."

 "These ads cost you by the word. I don't have room for a novel!"
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 "I know. That's why you have to-I mean, why you might want to-use
 specifics to make your point."

 We began to rewrite. Schubert was a good choice to represent her taste in
 music, but what about books? Tolstoy? Too big. Virginia Woolf? Too wild. Grace
 Paley? Too obscure.

 We were stuck. We decided to get off the phone and talk later. Another rule:

 get the writer to put the piece aside for a while. (Fortunately my mother likes to get

 a head start on things. The deadline wasn't for another two weeks.)
 The next day I carried my mother's ad around with me in a little notebook.

 I studied it indoors while waiting for the microwave to beep. I took it outdoors
 while waiting for the dog to pee. I was starting to worry.

 "Mom," I said to her that night on the phone, "this ad is sounding a little
 pretentious. I wish we could inject some humor."

 "Yeah," she said. "I'll just say I have a sense of humor just like I said I liked
 literature. You know, 'DW with wonderful sense of humor-"'

 We giggled, recalling reading ads that contained exactly those words. You
 had to wonder about people who claimed to be funny but couldn't come up with
 any better way of expressing it. Show, don't tell.

 "You know what would be great?" I said. "Something clever and Jewish
 (my mother was particularly interested in meeting Jewish men) that will catch his

 eye..." Strong beginnings-what journalists call leads-grab the reader's attention
 and set the tone.

 That's when she came up with the inspired phrase, "non-kvetch." (Kvetch is
 Yiddish for someone who gripes all the time.) After that the writing of the ad
 clicked: "NON-KVETCH. Pretty DJW, professional, young 50s, likes Schubert,
 Chekhov, All Things Considered, and Matisse, ISO DM, 50s." Help the writerfind
 her voice.

 Two months later my mother received a batch of "Dear Non-Kvetch" letters.
 She answered some of them, and eventually went out with two men. They didn't
 work out. The retired doctor was much too old for her, and after several weeks

 the civil engineer admitted he preferred Stephen King to Chekhov. But she hasn't

 given up. Every few months she rewrites her ad, tinkering with the authors and
 artists in it for a different effect. "Maybe put in Jane Austen?" she mutters, more
 to herself than to me. "No, wait-what about George Eliot?"

 These days I'm thinking about writing my own personal ad. I've got a draft
 here scribbled on a paper placemat: "SW, writer, energetic reader.. . " Sounds
 kind of flat. Should I mention my dog? Describe my appearance?

 I think I'll give my mother a call.
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